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FADE IN:

INT. AEROVALE TRAIN STATION - DAY

A huge early-1900s-looking train station is full of people
coming and going. An enormous 2-6-6-6 locomotive, with a
large "3" on its boiler, and many passenger and cargo cars,
slowly comes to a stop at the station. The train locomotive
resembles the Union Pacific Big Boy but has more of a
futuristic look to it that seems out of place in its
surroundings. There are only three sets of tracks in the
train station and the other two are empty.

After a brief TRAIN WHISTLE, the passengers leave the the
passenger cars laden with their suitcases and dressed in
early 1900s style clothing.

DARREN DONOVAN (47) an authoritative-looking, handsome man,
scans the crowd of people leaving the the train. He smiles
when he sees a YOUNG MAN (late 20s) in a bowler hat and suit
get off the train.

The young man spots Darren, gives a weak wave, and heads
over.

Darren stops smiling as the man keeps his head down as he
hands Darren an envelope. Darren opens the envelope to
reveal a report of some kind and reads it off-screen.

He frowns, folds the letter back into the envelope, and
tucks it inside his suit jacket. He discretely pulls out and
slips on a metal band around his fingers on his right hand.
We see it has a single point in the middle with a thin tube
of dark liquid set inside the band.

Darren holds out his right hand to the young man who is
surprised by the gesture.

They shake hands, the young man bows slightly to Darren
before heading off to grab his luggage.

From over the shoulder we see the young man wobble on his
feet before collapsing in a heap. People gasp and circle
around him as Darren heads through the ornately-sculpted
entrance near the third train platform grinning madly with a
perfect smile.



2.

EXT. AEROVALE MAIN STREET - DAY

We follow behind Darren and pan up as he exits the crowded
train station to reveal a bustling underground city.

Many lights brighten up the city as they are placed
everywhere with walking paths, wires, pipes, and monorail
tracks criss-crossing between two massive stone pillars that
extend over half a kilometre into the rocky ceiling above.

Homes are built around and into the large pillars. Large
skyscrapers tower in the middle of the city, their crystal
walls reflecting light. Near the top, a grand building sits
on a rock beam connecting the two pillars. "Sector 4" is
painted in yellow on a far massive rock wall that is behind
the city in the distance.

Distinct dark lines border the city in a chessboard shape.
Three sets of train tracks also run around the edge of the
city in a square pattern with switches to any other tile.

At the ceiling of the expansive underground space a magma
sphere about 300m in diameter hangs, glowing brightly.

Darren walks down a carved stone street towards a monorail
train station. Large rhinoceros beetles, slightly larger
than a cow, walk up and down the street laden with people or
supplies. All people are dressed in formal clothing from the
early 1900s, with the poorer people wearing much dirtier
clothes.

The technology and structures reflects the time period as
well. All devices are either powered by large red crystals
or some sort of red lava-lamp-like liquid that glows
brightly. A wide, clear river skirts around the city that
appears to be man-made.

An OLD MAN (80s) shouts out at anyone that comes near him,
but few people pay him any attention as they walk by.

OLD MAN
Don’t believe a single word they
say! The train isn’t some sort of
grand item to be worshipped, it’s
just a train! They want you to
believe to get you to do their
will! You’ll see!

A SMALL BOY (9) stops to listen for a moment to his speech,
but his MOTHER (40s) covers his ears and marches him away.

Darren and the old man share a look, Darren smiles
predatorily, and the old man returns a fierce bitter look in
return.
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EXT. MONORAIL STATION - DAY

Darren reaches the station just as the the monorail arrives
and is the last one to get on. He checks his 30-hour watch.

A TIRED WOMAN (late 30s) with many bags of groceries rushes
to the train as it starts to pull away.

Darren notices this and they share eye contact.

BEAT

Darren winks at her mischievously as the train picks up
speed.

The woman looks at Darren despairingly as the train pulls
away from the station.

EXT. AEROVALE CAPITOL STEPS - DAY

Darren gets off the monorail as it pulls into a grand
station near an arrogant-looking capital building that sits
on a bridge that connects the two massive stone pillars. The
capitol appears to take up more space than is actually
necessary for the building’s function.

Various men and women bustle about up and down the steps
dressed in high-class suits and dresses. Some wear a
necklace with two interlocking gears side-by-side. Those
that wear such a necklace smile at those also wearing one
and glare at those who don’t.

Darren heads up the steps and looks at his 30-hour watch.
He’s late and he quickens his pace.

Rushing up the steps, he notices STUART BACHS (60s, ruffled
suit, tired) headed the opposite direction carrying a
briefcase. Darren intentionally bumps into an oblivious
Stuart, who is focusing on not missing a step.

The briefcase falls out of Stuart’s hand and opens sending
papers flying all over the steps. Stuart starts to pick up
the pages.

STUART
Moron! Watch where you’re--

DARREN
Hi Stuart--

Stuart looks up and realizes his mistake.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 4.

STUART
(Speaking quickly)

Oh Mr. Donovan, sorry sir-I-I mean
Prophet. I should have been looking
where I was going.

DARREN
Very much so. Now Stuart, I need
you to work late tonight.

Stuart stops picking up papers.

STUART
But sir, I have plans for my
family--

DARREN
Excellent, cancel them and finish
up those tax reports tonight.

STUART
But--

Darren starts to walk away.

DARREN
Sorry Stuart, late for a meeting.
Have to go. I expect those on my
desk bright and early tomorrow.

Stuart sighs heavily.

STUART
Yes Prophet.

Darren heads up the steps to leave Stuart to picking up his
papers.

INT. HIGH COUNCIL VOTING TABULATION CHAMBERS - DAY

Darren enters a mid-sized room with office desks aligned
symmetrically facing the single door entrance with a single
person working at each. He sees HENDRICK CARTERS (late 70s,
balding, wearing ornate clothing) walking between desks
piled high with ballots.

All of the people, including Hendrick, look up as Darren
enters the room, stand, and bow.

Darren flashes his "perfect" smile and returns their bow.
The people sit down and return to their work.

Darren approaches Hendrick and they shake hands.

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN
Glory to the Great Engine Grand
Engineer.

HENDRICK
And may perpetual motion drive you
in your own life my son.

DARREN
How goes the tabulation? I received
word from one of my campaign
lieutenants that Doromar is voting
for that anti-RailFan moron,
Mackmorton.

HENDRICK
At this time you are in the lead in
five out of the twelve cities.

Darren clenches his fist.

DARREN
Is it close at least?

Hendrick leans in to Darren.

HENDRICK
(whispering)

It can be. Come my prophet, we have
important matters to discuss.

Darren nods and they leave the room together. The other
people in the room don’t even look up as they leave.

EXT. AEROVALE CAPITOL STEPS - DAY

Darren and Hendrick walk between the pillars near the
entrance to the Capitol.

DARREN
(nervously)

Grand Engineer, is it really wise
to discuss these matters out in the
open?

HENDRICK
Trust me my prophet, all will come
together, and we will conquer all.
We have waited too long for this
day to unfold anything less than
perfect.

(CONTINUED)
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DARREN
But Grand Engineer, what of the
other council members?

Hendrick stops walking.

HENDRICK
I will deal with them. Do not
concern yourself with these
matters.

Darren bows deeply.

DARREN
I’m sorry, I forgot my place.

HENDRICK
Don’t let it happen again. You know
what becomes of those who disobey.

Darren shudders. Hendrick softens.

Hendrick reaches into his pocket and passes Darren an old
key.

HENDRICK
The box inside the room will
guarantee our victory.

Darren nods.

DARREN
I understand.

HENDRICK
We will succeed Darren. Sector four
will be ours and a new age of
Railfanism will dawn. Those who are
not worthy of control over the
Great Engines will fall and a
people united will rise.

GO TO:

TITLE CREDIT IN BLACK

"AURORA"

Title should be short, powerful, dramatic, and adventurous
with emphasis on the caves and trains of Sector 4.

CUT TO:
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INT. DOROMAR TRAIN STATION - NEW DAY

We pan out from the dark boiler of almost exactly the same
train we saw earlier (except it has a large "2" painted on
the side) which is arriving in a smaller, much less grand,
train station. About half the people moving around the
bustling train station are wearing the same colour grey
undershirt.

People dress in 1900s clothes here as well, but there is a
much more distinct divide between those who are RailFans’s
and those who are not, as there is a notable tension between
the two groups to the point of segregation. The RFs wear
their cog necklaces and grey undershirts with pride.

PHINEAS SHAW (23, tall and lanky, well-dressed) thumbs
around a mechanical pencil while he and MARTIN SHAW (25,
shorter than Phineas, dressed respectably) look around the
station as the train slowly comes to a stop.

ARTHUR ROMANSON (24, tall, wearing glasses and dressed in a
suit, holding a small wrapped package) bumps into Phineas.

PHINEAS
Hey! Watch your-Arthur! How are
things?

ARTHUR
Phineas! Not bad, not bad, waiting
for Naomi?

Arthur turns to address Martin.

ARTHUR
Martin.

MARTIN
Arthur.

PHINEAS
Yes, I can’t wait to see her! It’s
been a while. She’s always working
long hours in Aerovale.

ARTHUR
Speaking of Aerovale, who do you
think’ll be the last new council
member?

Phineas sighs.

(CONTINUED)
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PHINEAS
Hopefully Mackmorton. He seems like
he’ll be able to satisfy both the
Railfans-I mean RFs and everyone
else.

Arthur raises an eyebrow.

ARTHUR
And how does your mother feel about
that?

Martin COUGHS a little.

PHINEAS
She...ummm...doesn’t know.

ARTHUR
That’s probably for the best.

The train engineer blows the whistle.

ARTHUR
Well I’ll leave you two to Naomi.
Tell her I say hi. I have to get
back home to mother to deliver this
package. Plus I have chores she
needs me to do.

Martin chuckles.

MARTIN
Seriously? Someone needs to move
out.

Arthur yells back over his shoulder.

ARTHUR
Yeah... well... shut up!

Phineas gives Martin an irritated look.

MARTIN
What?

Phineas shakes his head.

People start to get off the passenger cars on the train.
NAOMI DEMOIN (24, slim, strikingly beautiful, with piercing
purple eyes) gets off the train and looks around for
Phineas.

(CONTINUED)
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Phineas and Martin see Naomi get off the train. Phineas
smiles and rushes over to greet her. Martin tugs at his
collar a bit and starts to sweat as he tries to walk over
casually.

Naomi and Phineas and kiss when they meet up.

BEAT

Martin looks away and notices a small group of five people
wearing cog necklaces and steely grey robes covering their
body bowing before the locomotive on grey mats. Martin
shakes his head.

Phineas gently grasps Naomi’s shoulders.

PHINEAS
Darling, it’s so good to see you!
I’ve been really busy working on
this new invention for toasting
food. I call it: the single slice
server. You know, because it can
cook a single slice of something.

Naomi gives Phineas a tired smile.

NAOMI
Wonderful, Phineas, but isn’t that
a bit wordy? Why not call it a
toaster?

Phineas ponders this for a moment.

PHINEAS
Hmmm, I’ll consider it. How long
can you stay?

Naomi looks at Martin.

NAOMI
Well, it depends.

Martin is desperately trying to avoid eye contact with Naomi
but is failing miserably. He COUGHS.

MARTIN
Right... uh... let’s grab your
stuff and head out.

Martin grabs Naomi’s suitcases which look heavy but Martin
only GRUNTS once putting them on his shoulders. Phineas,
Naomi and Martin start walking away from the the train
platform and towards a worn stairwell up to a diagonal
hallway of shops.

(CONTINUED)


